Data Sheet: Data Backup

Genie Timeline ™ for Microsoft ™ Windows

Automatic Continuous Data Protection for
your system and files.
Genie Timeline offers real time backup for all
your critical files in an easy to use setup. Just
follow a simple 2 or 3-step wizard to configure
your backup and all your data will be protected
with Genie Timeline.
Genie Timeline is your parallel universe with
your computing history, deleted and modified
files can be retrieved easily by a click of a
button. You can browse the Timeline to any
desired date to restore data.

Product Overview
Genie Timeline is a new and innovative way to
performing data protection; Genie Timeline is a
time machine for Windows that performs real
time and continuous data protection on all your
files and folders, ensuring that you receive
ultimate data protection. As your data is
monitored in real-time, changes are detected,
recorded, and backed using Genie Timeline's
Intelli CDP. Over time, Genie Timeline will
accumulate different versions of all your files
and will allow you to travel back in time to view
and restore your files as they existed in the past.

Key Benefits


Backup your system: Genie Timeline will
backup your Windows folder, Program
files, User folders, and System State for
complete system recovery.
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Backup your important data: Backs up
Emails, Documents, Desktop, Office
files, eBooks, Bookmarks, pictures,
videos, and music.



Track changes occurred to files
constantly and backup files at a
specified time interval if the backup
destination is accessible.



Resume backing up the same file after
powering off the system, without
restarting the backup process.



Backup outlook email files (PST) using
dynamic block level incremental that
are larger than 50 MB.



Shows frequent backups for the past 2
hours, hourly backups for the past 48
hours, daily backups for the past week,
weekly backups onwards.



Automatically deletes old files that are
not showing on Genie Timeline to free
space.



Offers security and compression
options for backup.



Restore individual data or all data
backed up.



Recover your system from disasters via
Disaster Recovery option.
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Restore deleted files that are in the
backup.



Detect and restore deleted files in the
same location.



Show versions of files backed up.



Restore data from an old archive.



Creates only one job at a time and
closes the old one for archiving
purposes.



Backs up local and remote locations.



Stops backups while playing games,
watching movies, or presentations.



Runs on low resources when your
computer is running on batteries, stops
when power level is low.

Windows Integration
Genie Timeline drive is accessed from Windows
Explorer where you can slide the Timeline bar
to view, open and restore versions of the
protected files.
You can also use Windows Context Menu (rightclick menu) to add files to your backup plan or
even restore deleted files from a specific folder.
This gives the ability to backup and restore
without having to deal with complex backup job
steps and time consuming procedures.

Version History

Block Level Technology
Genie Timeline uses a revolutionary new way in
backing up large files, after the initial backup
has taken place, only new and changed files are
included into the backup. So rather than having
to back up a large file, Genie Timeline uses
block level technology to determine and backup
only modified files; allowing backup to take less
time and use less space.
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Go back in time with Genie Timeline and
recover old files. Genie Timeline saves past
versions of your documents, half Hour Backups
Daily Backups for Past Week, Weekly Backups
for Each Month.
Automatically allowing you to go back to any
chosen time and retrieve data just as it was at
that given point in time. If the drive starts
running out of free space, Genie Timeline will
automatically delete (purge) old versions of files
to free up space.
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Protection Level

Silent Operation

Genie Timeline calculates the protection level of
files selected for back up to notify users on the
health of their backups. If all files are
successfully backed up, the protection level is at
100%. If any modifications occur and files are
not yet backed up, the protection level will be
lowered.

Genie Timeline works silently in the background
so it stays out of your way. It monitors and
records data changes as they occur which are
then backed up at timed intervals.
Backup implementation uses up only a small hit
on system resources such as CPU and memory,
making it practical for users who might run
performance-demanding programs.

Auto Resume
If your backup device is not attached to your
computer, Genie Timeline will keep track of all
changes and back them up whenever the device
is reattached.
In case of a sudden power outage, backup
disruption, or computer shutdown, Genie
Timeline intelligently identifies where the
backup halted, and will pick up and resume
right where it left-off.

Email Notification

Automatic Setup and Simple Interface
The setup process is practically automatic.
When first setting up Genie Timeline, it
predefines what data should be included in the
backup and recommends which drives are best
to be used as the backup destination.
Genie Timeline’s clean cut interface makes it
seamlessly easy to use. With a user friendly,
intuitive, wizard-based interface, it can’t get any
simpler.
Folder and file selection in Genie Timeline is the
same style as Windows Explorer. This means
that it's easy to select files and folders for
backup as this will be familiar to you.

Users can enable email notification with smart
authentication detection and SSL support, via
Genie Server or SMTP server. User is also
notified in case of any errors by pop-ups agents
every 24 hours. If the user’s space is running
low; warning of low space, which initiates at
10%, will appear in pop-up. These reminders
will caution you to take action.
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Technical Support
Visit our Website

targets business-to-business (B2B) solutions
through OEM partnerships and other mutualbenefit business models.

www.Genie-soft.com
Our Forums
Forum.Genie-soft.com
Genie-soft Sales Support
Sales Inquiries: sales@genie-soft.com Online
Backup Inquiries: sp@genie-soft.com
OEM Inquiries: oem@genie-soft.com
Shipment Tracking: shipment@genie-soft.com
Reseller Inquiries: reseller@genie-soft.com

About Genie-Soft
Genie-Soft; a Delaware incorporated company,
is a commercial developer of backup and
security software solutions that was established
in 2001 by its owner and general manager
Muayyad Shehadeh. It has since been a worldly
renowned company in its introduction of simple
yet robust backup solutions winning many
awards and being one of the top leaders in its
industry.
Genie-Soft's edge is in its introduction of simple
solutions to complicated problems. Sleek, clear
interfaces and intuitive wizard-based
functionalities make our products the most
enjoyable and easy-to-use software titles in
their categories.
Alongside its user-friendly applications and
dedicated customer support, Genie-Soft also
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